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Johan & Nyström have helped people discover tea 
since the day the company was founded. Tea can be 
a bit shy. But if you just give it some time, a world 
of infinite variation and enjoyment awaits. As is the 
case with coffee and wine, there are a number of 
subspecies and regional specialties in the world of 
tea, as well as immense craftsmanship and justifiably 
proud farmers. We love tea in every shape and size, 
whether traditional Swedish teas, exclusive origin 
teas, or rooibos. 

 BLACK TEA
 ROOIBOS 
 OOLONG
 GREEN TEA
 WHITE TEA
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 ASSAM FOP TS6

The Assam district is the world’s largest cultivation site for tea. The climate is ideal 
for growing tea with its humidity, heat and soil. The result is a tea with an intense 
flavour.  

 DARJEELING MARYBONG TS10

In the eastern part of Darjeeling’s, Marybong grows her tea between 1000  
and 1900 meters above sea level. This is tea is from the autumn harvest.  
Great quality and care are needed to get a good cup out of the usually  
cold and wet season.

 FORMOSA JADE DONG DING OOLONG TG15

Dong Ding is the name of a mountain in Taiwan. The word Dong Ding means  
to “climb up the mountain with cold feet”. Dong Ding is famous for being roa-
sted a bit more than other mountain oolong teas that grow on a high altitude. 
This results in a richer more complex flavour with fruitiness and undertones of  
chestnuts.

 GUNPOWDER TG4

A green tea with a lot of attitude! This is a green tea with a lot of flavour, spicy 
and firm. It also has history and has been popular since the 19th century when it 
can handle longer infusions. Try it with mint and sugar as in Morocco.

 IRISH BREAKFAST TS16

Macho-version for the ones who consider the English breakfast blend too week. 
This is not a tea that is dressed up. It’s uncensured with its roots in Assam. Heavy 
and spicy to give as much flavour as possible.

 JADE JASMINE PEARLS TG3

Tea leaves are being rolled into small balls that covers in freshly picked Jasmin 
flowers. The tea absorbs flavour and aroma from the flowers before they are 
removed. The result is a tea with an intoxicating aroma and lovely flavour.

 JAPANESE SENCHA SANSYU TG45

The Japanese sencha is loved all over the world thanks to its ability to keep  
the green fresh flavour from the leaves. You can often find marine taste notes  
in the tea that, along with the vegetative green taste notes, makes it suitable  
for serving with food.

 CHINA BEI MEI YIN ZHEN SILVER TG18

This is actually the only white tea you need to know about. The selection is  
very exclusive where only the buds of a certain tea variety that haven´t yet  
turned into flowers are being picked. This variety has downy leaves that  
shimmer when dried.
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 LAPSANG SOUCHONG TS5

We love the classics as much as new flavours and if we´re going to be picky 
Lapsang is to be considered new in the context. Smoked under burning 
pinewood which gives flavours of jetty just covered in tar.

 CHINESE SENCHA [EKO] TGEKO4

Sencha belonging to one of two green tea traditions. The leaves are  
steamed instead of stir fried, which is the traditional Chinese method.  
The method is originally Japanese but is loved all over the world as it  
retains the leaves’ fresh green taste.

 YUNNAN FOP [EKO] TSEKO1

”South of the Clouds” is the poetic translation of Yunnan. A suitable name 
for a tea grown at high altitudes up to 2100 meters. These are optimal  
conditions if you want to grow a full and spicy tea like this. The characteris-
tics of the tea can be described like traction and truffles.

 DUKE BLEND TS15

Our interpretation of the classic English Breakfast blend. Strong,  
intense and great way to kick start your day with.
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 BLÅ PASSION [EKO] TGSEKO1

Full-bodied, exotic and organic. A green tea where the Swedish favourite 
blueberry meets the wonderful passion fruit. The sweetness and the 
aromatic freshness balance, but non traditional. Decorated with buds  
from rose and marigold, give the tea a luxurious and generous feeling.

 BOMBAY CHAI TSS16

Tea according to the Indian tradition chai Masala which rightly conquered 
the world. Black tea with the traditional spices; cinnamon, cardamom  
cloves and black pepper. In perfect harmony with milk and Honey.  
Warming, satisfying and generous.

 CHAI [EKO] TSSEKO3

The base of our organic chai is black tea, flavored with organic cinnamon, 
cardamom, cloves, ginger & black pepper. 

 CITRONELLA TGS1

Fresh green tea with a natural taste of lime that has been enhanced  
with lemon and lemongrass for that vitamin-feeling we all need. 

 DARJEELING EARL GREY TEG5

Darjeeling tea, with its aromatic, herbaceous and slightly floral taste, adds 
an aura of elegance to the steadily popular bergamot. Classic but still 
something more, for those who want a little more subtlety and ethereal 
qualities from their cup.

 EARL GREY TEG3

A classic tea with taste of citrus fruit bergamot. Complements the spicy 
otes of black tea with its freshness but without being fruity or sweet. Well 
balanced and sophisticated English without being difficult to absorb.  
The world’s most prized flavoured tea.

 EARL GREY [FTO] TFTOEG1

One of our most classic teas in new way. Fairtrade and organic black tea 
with naturally cold pressed bergamot, this Earl Grey is on the top of the 
classic teas.

 EARL OF ORGANIC TEGEKO1

Perfectly balanced, sophisticated and classic.  A nobleman that hardly 
don´t need an introduction. This one has an extra noble family tree that’s 
organic, accompanied with the finest natural bergamot.
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 RUSSIAN EARL GREY TEG2

Russia has a long tea tradition, and here we have a twist on one of  
the classic. Fine earl grey with cold pressed bergamot oil but with  
a healthier dimension thanks to citrus and lemongrass.

 FIESTA [FTO] TFTOSS2

Fairtrade and organic black tea with organic flavouring and decoration. 
Sunflower flower, cornflower, red currants and bits of strawberries give  
us a beautiful tea with harmonious and balanced taste.

 FLÄDER & ÄPPLE [EKO] TGSEKO2

In Scandinavia we have a beloved tradition of fruity teas. Here with lovely 
Swedish flavours of sour winter apple, elderberry and freshness from the 
green tea. Generously mixed with pieces of apple, citrus peel and heather 
flower, it gives an invigorating fresh tea.

 GOJI & HAVTORN TGS21

Goji berries and sea buckthorn are generally considered to be more healthy 
than anything else that grows in nature and they are also super tasty. This 
green tea is packed with these two super berries and it also contains  
cranberries and strawberries.

 GRÖN, FRISK & HET TGS29

Somewhat like a utopia in the shape of flavour. The green sencha brings 
your thoughts to spring and its new possibilities. The acid from the lemon 
reinforces the teas characteristics with its freshness that the ginger compli-
ments with its heat in a passionate way.

 GRÖNA LÖV RÖDA BÄR TGS19

Swedish summer, as tea, means fresh green tea with the taste of red & 
black currant, strawberry and lingonberry. Decorated with red currants, 
pieces of strawberry & reddish. 

 GUAVA TGS12

Freshness and acidity. The balance between guava, pineapple and  
orange gives a sharpness from vitamin c with and fruitiness that balance 
up without becoming too sweet. A light tea that wakens you up but  
doesn´t overload.

 STRAWBERRY DREAMS [FTO] TFTOSS3

Fairtrade & organic black tea. Organically grown sunflower flower and 
cornflower. Naturally flavored with strawberry & cream.
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 KISS ME KATE TGS16

So much more that just a sweet tea. Dynamic and modern vanilla,  
pepper and pieces of bourbon vanilla and strawberries.

 LORD LICORICE VON VIOLET TSS42

A tea with a mixture of flavours liquorice and violet. In addition, it is  
beautifully decorated with pieces of liquorice root and silvery sugar beads.

 LUST & FÄGRING TGS13

White tea with taste of lemon, strawberry and cream. Decorated with  
rose petals, safflower flowers and marigold.

 MANGO & CITRUS [EKO] TEKO1

Green tea with exotic mangoes, warm bergamot and spiced Lemon.  
Let’s brew and dream away to a warmer place.

 MANGO & PERSIKA [EKO] TSSEKO6

Full-bodied, tasteful and exotic. The tea’s natural aroma of dried fruit  
and light spice harmonizes with sun-yellow mango and juicy peach. 

 MILKY OOLONG TG36

Milky Oolong, or Jin Xuan Oolong witch it goes by originally, is a very young 
variety within the tea world that became popular during the 90ies. It gives a 
light Jade-like Oolong tea with a very sweat full-bodied aroma.

 MISS SAIGON TGS4

An exotic tea that is satisfying and eases the worst sugar cravings without 
containing any sugar or being too sweet. Tropical fruits and vanilla does 
the trick. Easy to brew and even easier to love.

 MORFAR GINKGO TGS23

A white tea with super fruit mixed with leaves from gingko and  
pomegranate which, just like the white tea, is rich on antioxidants.

 MORS LILLA OLLE TSS30

With a beautiful rich tea from Ceylon, Olle isn´t only just sweet but it´s one 
of his most outstanding characteristic thanks to pieces of blueberry,  
cranberries and cream.

 MOSEBACKE TGS18

A classic Swedish tea tradition. Fresh and soft at the same time. Green tea 
with taste of blue-berries, raspberries, rhubarb and cream. Decorated with 
beautiful peony.
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 PINEAPPLE POP TGR1

Fresh green Rooibos with a taste of lovely Pineapples and a slight hint  
of Grapefruit. Drink it as Ice tea – It´s cool, it’s refreshing, it’s awesome!

 RABARBER & GRÄDDE TSS9

Lovely fruity and fresh rhubarb with rich sweet vanilla cream is a classic 
lovely combination of flavors. Perfect on the couch on a cozy autumn night 
or at the breakfast table on a sunny spring morning.

 ROOIBOS ANANAS, MANGO & KANEL [EKO] TREKO4

Warm, fruity and exotic rooibos. Tropical tones with a little spice touch 
to warm up the most horrible autumn nights. Decorated with cinnamon 
pieces and dried mango.

 ROOIBOS BJÖRNBÄR [EKO] TREKO2

Rooibos with blackberry and vanilla flavours. Decorated with whole black-
berries and pieces of vanilla. Creamy and tasty with a clear vanilla tone 
that almost goes to caramel. A deep underlying taste of blackberries.

 ROOIBOS CHAI TR16

A beautiful marriage between South Africa and India. The rooibos that has 
a longer infusion time and is naturally sweet is well accompanied by the chai 
spices and the vanilla that takes the flavours to the next level.

 ROOIBOS FESTIVAL TR15

Currants, tropical fruits, rhubarb and mango provide fruity and honey  
yogurt crisp makes the tea mellow. it is playful and easy to enjoy, just in 
line with our Swedish tea tradition.

 ROOIBOS INGEFÄRA & CITRON [FTO] TFTOR2

A fairtrade and organic rooibos with ginger and a bit of pepper to  spicy up  
the natural rosehip sweetness of the red tea. Pieces of liquorice root, lemon 
peel, nana mint and marigold give a further intensely aromatic character, 
well balanced with the natural taste of lemon and ginger.

 ROOIBOS JORDGUBB & LIME TR12

Sweet strawberry and floral fresh lime are a classic combination and feels 
quite right in the Swedish tea party. Rooibos also gives the sweetness and 
together this is a yummy tea that can remind of the summer on a cold  
evening or drink it as a refreshing iced tea on a hot day.

 ROOIBOS KAKTUS & APELSIN TR2

Rooibos together with orange and cactus figs is a wonderfully  
combination. With a pinch of liquorice root for extra body which  
creates an unexpected flavour to remember.
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 ROOIBOS LAVA TR6

Lava contains cinnamon, apple and chili and is perfect for when you need 
to wake up and get that circulation going without using caffeine. It gives 
you warmth when the weather is getting chilly and the evenings darker.

 ROOIBOS NATURELL [FTO] TREKO1

Naturally organic rooibos from the Cedar mountain in South Africa.  
Free from caffeine, rich on minerals and antioxidants. Naturally sweet  
flavour with rosehip and vanilla.  

 ROOIBOS RABARBER & GRÄDDE TR10

A Lovely rooibos tea with fresh rhubarb and sweet cream is a classic com-
bination of flavours. Rich Caffeine free tea which gets you warm inside on 
a rainy Autumn day. 

 ROOIBOS SMULTRON & FLÄDER TR20

Inspired by the idyllic Swedish summer holidays. With grass between your 
toes, wild strawberries on a straw and glass of elderflower lemonade in 
your hand. A rooibos tea with wild strawberries, elderflower and lemon, 
decorated with strawberries, lime and marigold.

 ROOIBOS SYRLIGA GINGER TR3

Fresh like the winds around the Cape of the Good Hope. The red pride 
of South Africa together with flavours of ginger and grapefruit, pieces of 
lemongrass, ginger, mint, lemon zest, pepper and corn flower.

 ROOIBOS TAMARIND [EKO] TREKO3

The tamarind bean is common in Asian cuisines and usually replaces  
lemon. The taste is more spicy and fits the naturally sweet rooibos perfectly. 
We have also balanced and reinforced the aromatic nuances of orange, 
ginger and apple.

 ROOIBOS VILDA BÄR TR7

Warmth and sweetness from the rooibos in lovely harmony with our tasty 
Swedish berries. Pieces of raspberries, blueberries and raspberry leaves 
mixed with South African rooibos. 

 ROOIBOS WIMBLEDON TR17

How to seduce a winner? With rooibos flavored with strawberries and  
vanilla of course.The taste sweet and satisfying. Beautifully decorated  
with cornflower and sunflower flower.

 ROOIBOS ÖSTERLEN TR13

Red tea flavoured with raspberry, peach, vanilla and pistachio.  
With pieces of peach and raspberry leaf. 
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 SAFARI TGS7

Exotic with a taste of pineapple and passion fruit. Pieces of papaya and 
petals from blue mallow as well as marigold make it easy to dream away  
to warmer countries.

 SAINT-TROPEZ TSS39

In a country with long winters there is no wonder that we love sun and 
heat. Regardless if you´re longing for those outdoor seating or dancing 
through warm never ending-summer night, this is the tea that will take  
you there. With flavours of rosé wine and orange.  

 SHANGRI LA [EKO] TGSEKO3

Sweet, tart and hot . Ying and yang in balance simply and organic for the 
sake of karma. Green tea from China with flavor and pieces from ginger, 
lemon and liquorice root. Decorated with lemongrass and lemon zest.

 SOFO TSS12

A classic example of the Swedish tea tradition. Fruity and exotic with  
papaya seductive with its soft notes of vanilla and beautifully decorated 
with rose leaves, cornflower and marigold.

 SPIRULINA  TGS25

White tea is untreated, and contains many of the natural health-promoting 
substances found in the tea bush. This white tea also contains guanabana, 
spirulina and noni. Guanabana is rich in vitamin C and contains a lot of 
omega-6. Spirulina and noni are rich in minerals, vitamins and antioxidants.

 STUDIO 54 TSS11

Luxorious and delicious. You deserve a tea with strawberries and cream. 
This is the tea for you. Decorated with beautiful cornflower and sunflower, 
because who wants a life without flowers?

 SUNNY PEACH  TSS32  (f.d. Mambo Jambo)
Dream away to a sunny beach with a cup of Sunny Peach. Natural flavours 
of tropical fruits and peach combine with pieces of papaya, apricot and 
strawberries creates a well-balanced and full-bodied tea.

 SVARTA MADAM TSS38

Magical flavours! The combination of liquorish, raspberry and lemon 
might be scaring at first but the ones who´ve tried will soon get addicted 
to the black powers from the liquorish.

 TEMPEL TSS27

We love summer so much it almost feels religious. We think of Sweden at 
its best. The cabin on the countryside, a warm cliff by the ocean or a walk 
in the forest. Everyone has their own temple and we´ve tried to capture 
that in a black tea decorated with heather, pion and pieces of raspberry.


